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Credit Matters VI

CMVI

It was full steam ahead as the
good ship ACCEE sailed into
Krakow for the second
successive year to host Credit
Matters VI. Now an established
fixture within the Credit Control
industry, once again record
numbers of professionals from
all rungs of
the career
l a d d e r
travelled
from near
and far to
participate
in Central
E u ro p e ’s
largest
event of its
kind.
In response to the growth in
popularity, Credit Matters VI was
this year extended to run over 3
days, with day one staging
workshops and masterclasses,
giving delegates a taster of what
was to come, and offering the
chance for first-time callers and
conference regulars alike to
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meet up and get to know one
another.
On day two, the conference was
w e l l u n d e r w a y.
A huge
innovation of this year’s event
was the connection with
Eventory, a new app developed
by an IT
fi r m
in
Krakow.
H a v i n g
signed in
to the app,
delegates
had all the
information
about the
e n t i r e
conference
at their fingertips, and were even
encouraged to use the app
during presentations to give
real-time thoughts and feedback
which the speakers could then
respond to. This facilitated a
whole new level of interactivity,
and will continue to play a vital
part in future events.
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And so it was on with the show,
beginning with a rousing
introduction from ACCEE’s Mark
Harrison. With Credit Control
being an integral part of any
successful business, it is of vital
importance that professionals
within the industry feel
supported, connected, and
appreciated, and Mark was keen
to spell out how ACCEE
continues to make that happen
in the CEE region with the help
and participation of individuals
across the credit profession.

be relevant and beneficial to our
working practices, and so it
proved when James West took
to the stage to present his ideas
a n d fi n d i n g s o n h u m a n
behaviour, and how
environments can be designed
to influence our behavioural
patterns. This proved to be a
major talking point among those
present long after James had
finished his presentation, and
some of his ideas were later
reinforced and expanded upon
by Sean Buckland in his
presentation on effective
processes. From the feedback
received, it is clear that many
professionals will be returning to
their workplaces with some very

The credit industry does not
operate in a vacuum, and many
aspects of everyday life and our
interactions within it can prove to
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strong ideas on how to improve
their processes and create
stronger, more responsive and
more effective credit teams.

way into the wee small hours.
Given the enthusiasm with which
certain guests took to the
dancefloor, we can be certain
that this is destined to become a
On Thursday evening, delegates r e g u l a r p a r t o f f u t u r e
had the opportunity to discuss all conferences, so be sure to bring
they’d heard so far at what has your dancing shoes next year!
become a mainstay and a
highlight of all Credit Matters As ever, the feedback gained
events, the Awards Ceremony from this year’s conference will
and Dinner. With live music, fine help ACCEE plan an even bigger
wine and a relaxed atmosphere, and more spectacular event for
this year’s dinner was a triumph, 2018, when Credit Matters VII will
with awards presented to some c o m e f o r t h e fi r s t t i m e t o
truly deserving winners. Spirits Budapest. The network of credit
were high, and so it was that a professionals in Central & Eastern
d a n c e fl o o r w a s h a s t i l y Europe is getting larger and
i m p ro v i s e d , l e a d i n g t o a n stronger, so make sure you are a
impromptu disco that went on part of it!

Pre-sale tickets for Credit Matters VII
are available until December 31.
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Credit Matters VI Awards

CM VI Awards

A record number of nominations showed that these awards were
eagerly contested and the winners enjoy the afterglow of being
recognised for their exceptional achievements.
Order to Cash is business critical, contributing directly to the
profitability of ever business and high performers deserve to be
recognised.
The awards highlight that O2C contains so many different options
and variety leading to an interesting and exciting career.

ACCEE Award winners
Leading the way to O2C Excellence

The photographs and videos tell the story……
iiiiii
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Credit Matters VI Awards

12

Cash Application Team
Delphi, Krakow

Collection Team –Avis
Budget Group Budapest

Project of the Year
Lufthansa, Krakow

Risk Team
Schaeffler, Zilina

Read below why Delphi were
worthy winners of this award.
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Credit Matters VI Awards

12

Merit Award
Sarka Valickova
Johnson & Johnson,
Prague

President’s Award
Stefanie Dinklage
Alexion, Zurich

Nominations will soon be open for Credit Matters VII.
Have your teams been brilliant and performed exceptionally?
There’s no fee to enter nominations. A few minutes of your time will
give a lifetime of memories.

Pre Sales open now until December 31 2017
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The Delphi Cash Application
Success Story
Delphi Success Story

We realized how important cash application is when it stops
working well. Then we can't even do daily collection tasks and it
starts to impact our cash flow.
The success of Delphi EMEA DCS Team in Krakow is built on
strongly motivated people who have enough space for their
creativity and are not afraid of new challenges.
Two years ago it was only the collection team but people were
growing and developing their skills.
When the opportunity to take over cash application activities for
two European sites using additional ERP system appeared, the GBS
team fully engaged in this project.
In the second half of 2016, the team transitioned Cash Application
processes from those two European locations. The whole transfer
went smoothly and flawlessly.
People were learning very quickly and the team managed to keep
the cash application rate above 99% from first weeks after go live.
We thought it was almost finished but we discovered soon that the
biggest and the most important part of our job is still ahead of us.
We faced the challenge to standardize not only our scope but also
processes for 3 other sites transitioned to Delphi GBS Centre in
Hyderabad.
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The Delphi Cash Application
Success Story
12

Both teams started to support each other and after all
transitions have been completed, our co-operation
started. Based on the experience from 5 sites the best solution was
designed and implemented.
Anna Picyk from Krakow visited the Hyderabad centre where she
trained our colleagues from India. When people know each
other, it is much easier to co-operate and share experience. Thanks
to that we have not only a stable process, but also a strong team
sited into both locations.
After that visit it was also possible to run a successful exercise of
clearing technical accounts in one of the most problematic sites.
I would recommend to everybody working in collection process to
do cash application for some time. It gives a wider perspective of
collection activities and helps to understand movements on
customer accounts.
N o w a l s o t h a n ks t o t h e
ACCEE award for Cash
Application Team of the Year
2017 we are even more
motivated and ready for the
coming opportunities.
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CREDIT MATTERS VII
19 - 21 September 2018
Budapest
Credit Matters VICM VII

Going Galactic
at
Credit Matters VII
An out of this world experience
Pre-sales at amazing discounted
rates available until December 31
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• Credit Matters, the biggest and best O2C event
in Central Europe is moving on to the beautiful city of
Budapest for one time only
• Thanks to the feedback from so many in Krakow,
we are buzzing with ideas and plans are already
underway for Credit Matters VII
• Registration will be limited to 150 delegates and
you can reserve your place today at the specially
discounted pre sales rate of Eur 245.00 per person*
• Make Credit Matters VII the priority reservation
in your diary for 2018.
If you are interested in being a presenter, please get in
touch, mark@creditcee.eu.
Stay tuned to the CMVII web pages for updates.

—>REGISTER HERE TODAY <—
Eur 245.00* Pre sales until December 31 2017
Eur 295.00* Early-bird from January 1 2018
Eur 345.00*Enrolment from April 1 2018
* Excluding service providers

Credit Matters VII – don’t miss out.
www.creditcee.eu
One time only!13 in Budapest
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What the delegates said….

feedback

“Thank you for a great few days last week. We spoke with great
people and I think the most positive aspect of the conference was
that you have moved on and created something in new and exciting
markets.”
Richard Brown, Director, Square Marble
“Thanks for providing opportunity to ABG team to participate in the
conference and the Collection Award was the cherry on the cake.”
Rahul Malhotra, Avis Budget Group, Budapest
“Dear Mark,
Thank you very much for photos and memorable impressions.
Congratulations for arrangement and invaluable atmosphere. All
the best for you and whole great team.”
Agnieszka Żółtowska, Senior Sales Representative, Collections
Atradius Collections, Poland
“Thank you. I really enjoyed the conference and honestly it was the
best I have attended.“
David Jonáš, Senior Sales Manager, Czech Republic and Slovakia
Atradius Collections
“A real pleasure indeed and we are looking forward to next year’s
conference.”
Carla David, Credit &Collection Deputy Operations Manager UK/IE
Office Depot, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
iiiiii
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What the delegates said….

12

"On a personal note – it was an honour to be part of 2017 Credit
Matters Conference and I look forward to the next one, here in
Budapest!”
Maja Bejatovic, Collection Team Lead – Responsible for Dispute
Management, UK & Scandinavia
Avis Budget Group, Budapest
“We enjoyed the conference a lot. We are looking forward for
Credit Matters VII, in Budapest :) Thank you again for inviting us, it
was a great experience, congrats for organizing it so well! We are
looking forward for the official photos :).”
Angelica Bontea, Service Delivery Manager Collections
Avis Budget Group, Budapest
“The team was very happy. As you can see on the pictures from
conference we were the happiest team there! Our team did enjoy
the conference a lot and I am sure Delphi Team will join next year’s
conference.”
Piotr Gacek, OTC Operations Manager, EMEA,
Global Busines Services (GBS), Delphi Poland S.A.
“The conference was great, I am grateful I could participate and
help you a little bit with the organization.
The feedback will be positive because when I was talking to people,
I heard only enthusiastic comments:).”
Marcela Opletalová, Head of Credit Analysis, PTÁČEK , Brno
iiiiii
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What the delegates said….
12

“It’s been a pleasure to take part in Credit Matters VI.
Let me express a true admiration to some of the presenters from the
conference, with Prof. Connelly as the first one of course, but also
Sean Buckland and James West giving the tone to the discussions
and the atmosphere.
And of course, Ms. Stefania Dinklage, who has added this time a
very good business view of the industry, apart from the valuable
psychological and organizational insights into the OtC role and
profile.”
Piotr Bobula, OTC Global Process Owner
IAG GBS Poland
“Dear Mark and the team at ACCEE
It is with great pleasure that I write to you and your team at ACCEE
to congratulate you on an excellent conference held in Krakow. As
this was the first time I have attended an ACCEE conference I was
very impressed with the turnout and professional way in which the
conference was run. The effort that you place into designing and
presenting the conference is amazing and certainly makes one want
to return to the next event. The conference was very well attended
and was extremely interesting and designed to keep the delegates
attention at all times. The speakers were all professional and spoke
on relevant topics.
Congratulation on a successful conference and I look forward to the
next one.
Warm regards
Shaun Duncan”
Shaun Duncan, CEO, TCM Group International ehf.
iiiiii
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What the delegates said….
12

“Credit Matters was a great opportunity to meet interesting
professionals from the field, comming from many respected, mainly
global, companies based within CEE region.
Numerous skilled presenters and the presentation topics were well
combined and all attached to the central idea, so the content in
general was interesting and consistent.
The quality of audio and visual part of the event was on a high level
as well.
Very usefull conference with lot of networking opportunities to get
in touch with the right people. Will be happy to come back again!”
Alexander Puchovsky, Key Account Manager - Credit and
Procurement Leader, Bureau van Dijk, A Moody’s Analytics
Company

Looking forward to meet you
next year in Budapest!
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Credit Matters VI
sponsors prize

Sponsors Prize Draw

Thanks to our partners, the Credit Matters VI prize draw was the
biggest yet.
Held as the last session of the conference, the audience eagerly
awaited to see if the draw would be kind to them.
To qualify for the draw, delegates must visit each partners display
stand and receive a special sticker. Completed cards are the pulled
from the glass bowl.
The prizes included a Manchester United football shirt, 128 GB USB,
Power supply, Beats headphones, Kindle, GoPro camera, a case of
high quality German wine, Amazon Echo, a Fit Bit, Ipod Nano and
two bottles of sparkling wine.

Congratulations to all the winners.
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Take your O2C teams to
standards higher than
World Class Today

take your O2C teams

Going Galactic is Central and Eastern Europe’s first benchmark
and roadmap initiative designed for Shared Service Centre
based O2C departments to achieve standards in excess of
World Class or Best in Class.
The combination of department measures and team
development make Going Galactic a powerful tool for those
aspiring to Process Owner, Centre of Excellence and GBS
standards
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A unique futuristic experience for O2C
A navigation system
A game changing point scoring
calculator
A structured roadmap to world class
benchmarks
A fast track to being recognized as a
leader in operational perfection
A measure of success for
department and individuals
A combination of essential factors
A competition against other SSC’s
Going Galactic is revolutionizing O2C.
Achieve amazing results before year
end - just call me today.
00420 722 965 050
becki@creditcee.eu
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87% Approval Rating
87% approval rating

for ACCEE workshops

Your O2C teams are the guardians of your company’s single
biggest and most complex Current Asset - Trade Receivables the lifeblood of every company.

Qualifications, Learning, Development, Training
This is the time of year when many of you are thinking about
requirements for 2018.
There is a lot of exciting and interesting content available and all
ACCEE deliverables are tailored to your specific requirements.
Take a look at the Academy and talk to us before submitting the
budget.
ACCEE is the leading provider of best practice in Order to Cash
and Credit Management across Central & Eastern Europe.
Our trainers are operationally experienced over many years
working for global organisations.
Workshops include: Collections, Risk, Disputes, Cash
Allocation , Accounts Payable

Academy in numbers
>
>
>

100 workshop days
1500 students (E-Learners and workshops)
25 blue chip companies
6 languages (En, Fr, De, It, Es, Cz )
4 universities
iiiiii
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TRADE CREDIT RISK
MANAGEMENT

12trade credit risk management book

Fundamentals of the Craft in
Theory and Practice
BUY YOUR COPY TODAY
All proceeds are invested into ACCEE’s continuous
improvement of learning and development for O2C
professionals.
Description
This book consists of three parts and incorporates the learning and
worldwide experiences drawn from the author’s four decades as
career executive, consultant and educator.
The subject matter evolved from needs expressed, observations
made, and solutions created while working with clients, colleagues,
and students over the years, and, importantly, operational
experiences gleaned from the development and implementation of
trade credit and business-expansion strategies.
Trade Credit Risk Management serves a key role— first, as a course
resource in support of university undergraduate and graduate
courses, as well as professional certification courses in all disciplines
that address the subjects of credit, trade credit, risk management,
business and supply chain management and development.
READ MORE
iiiiii
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Company information
for credit risk management

III

Data, analysis, automation and monitoring combined in one platform

Standardise and centralise
Streamline your data sources and processes, implement
best practice, and standardise scoring and risk processes.
Credit Catalyst delivers our standardised financials and
financial strength metrics for companies across the globe.

Manage
As well as getting alerts when new information impacts on
a company’s status, you can also manage your internal
workflow with Credit Catalyst’s Task Manager.
Reporting is customised and you can archive snapshots of
your portfolio within Credit Catalyst. Interactive dashboards
deliver transparency and help you spot risk quickly, by
showing global risk exposure as well as by corporate group,
business unit, country/region and other views.

Blend our information with your own company and
payment data, and apply your tailored scoring models to
all counterparties, for consistency across countries and
regions. You also benefit from centralised data storage, in
the cloud, for secure and efficient access.

The professional’s choice for company data
Credit Catalyst delivers:

Automate
Credit Catalyst integrates scoring methodology that is
customised to suit you. Choose how you want to weight
different elements, set conditional parameters, and include
both quantitative and qualitative data to help you score
and set limits. You can then automate your analysis for
fast results, even for a large number of counterparties, and
instantly generate recommended credit limits.

You can use Credit Catalyst as your data platform, or you can
use it within an existing ERP or credit management/collection
system to enrich your existing data and functionality.

•

Standardised company financials

•

A range of internationally comparable,
transparent financial strength metrics provided
with the theory behind the recommendation

•

Projected financials

•

Legal information including unique identifiers,
dates of incorporation, legal status and legal
events

•

PEPs, Sanctions and news

•

Comprehensive corporate ownership structures

Find out more:
iiiiii
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bratislava@bvdinfo.com
bvdinfo.com
www.creditcee.eu
+421 (2) 321 19 011

TIM PAULSEN:

Tim Paulsen

I’M BEGINNING TO SEE
A PATTERN HERE!
A few days ago, I was almost
mugged by a time bandit when I
arrived at a client's office for a
meeting. There was an
unexpected delay, and with this
'gift of time', I decided to spend
some time thinking about what my
next topic would be for Tim's Tips.
Potential subjects drifted in and
out of my mind and in a minute of
two, my eyes began to refocus on
the 6' X 9' light brown carpet lying
on the floor in front of me. It was
randomly decorated with the
pattern of an unfamiliar flower.
Looking a bit longer, it became obvious that the pattern wasn't
really random at all.
We would prefer that our pattern of collection efforts not be
obvious to our delinquent Customers.
READ MORE
iiiiii
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O2C Business Directory
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O2C Business Directory

is different!

W

hat makes the ACCEE O2C Business
Directory different?
hat makes the ACCEE O2C Business Directory
different?

Does it feel like every time you want to search for a
service provider you are overwhelmed with hundreds
of choices?
How do you know which is the best for your
requirements?
ACCEE only recommends companies in this directory
that meet our standards based on first hand experience
and customer references.

DIRECTORY
iiiiii
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Membership
Membership

leaders in our
profession that hold a
passion, a quest for
knowledge and a drive for
continuous improvement.
The ACCEE is the only
association fully
Committed to Eastern and
Central Europe, and
designs its support
resources focused

Id duo affert aliquip eam vero nonu

The economic
potential of the
ACCEE member
regions is primed
for associates to
d r i v e i m p ro v e d
business condition
and development.
Tools are in place
to promote the
identification and
hedging of risk
across all markets.
The necessary
professional
education and
training programs
iiiiii
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oin with other
associates,
managers and

are ready to
support each and
every one of our
members.
In point of fact,
there remains only
the catalyst…
YOU…Seize the
opportunities to
grow and execute
in behalf of your
enterprise, and
gain additional
knowledge and
experience to
broaden your own
professional
foundation.
!29

exclusively on the
success of our markets.

READ MORE
www.creditcee.eu

II
First party
Collections

Amicable
Collections

Legal Collections

Insolvency Services

Worldwide coverage
local approach

atradiuscollections.com
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ACCEElerator magazine
Chief Executive
Mark Harrison
Mark@creditcee.eu
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+420 722 965 050
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CONTACT DETAILS:
ACCEE
Příkop 843/4
602 00 Brno
www.creditcee.eu
Czech
Republic

